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The winner receives a £10 voucher from Haith’s.

What does rescinding the
colour-feeding rule mean?

AT ITS AGM on November 3
2019, the Lizard Canary
Association (LCA) revoked the
“colour-feeding rule” introduced
in 2012, which had the effect of
disqualifying all but colour-fed
Lizard canaries from LCA
patronage shows. From now on,
both traditional colour-fed
Lizards and natural-coloured
Lizards are recognised by the
LCA. In order to avoid possible
confusion that may arise from
this decision, the LCA wishes to
clarify the following:
■ “Natural colour” refers to the
rich yellow ground colour that is
unique to the classic Lizard
canary.

RHINELANDERS IN KENT

I THOUGHT I would like to say how
much I enjoyed visiting the Cage
& Aviary Birds Christmas sale and
show in Maidstone. What a great
opportunity for people in this area
to buy birds and equipment. I was
particularly pleased to find some
Rhinelander canaries for sale, a
bird I had only previously seen in

■ “Colour-fed” refers to the
traditional practice of adding red
carotenoids (e.g. Carophyll Red)
to the diet of the classic Lizard
canary.
■ It will be down to the personal
preferences of individual
breeders whether they colour
feed their Lizard canaries or not.
Both are permitted at LCA
patronage shows.
■ Show organisers have the
discretion to provide separate
classes for colour-fed and
natural-coloured Lizards, or to
combine them in a single
classification.
■ In the event that clubs provide
a separate classification, they

will have the discretion to offer an
award for Best Lizard(s) in
addition to the awards for Best
Colour-fed and Best Natural.
The same options apply to
all-Lizard shows, including the

LCA Classic. The approach to be
taken at the latter will be decided
at the LCA Council meeting in
May 2020.
Ian Adcock,
communications officer, LCA.

photographs. Having started my
birdkeeping over 50 years ago, I
recall the Gloster canaries I kept
which, apart from their stance,
were very similar to these
Rhinelanders.
What a pity that the pressure
for increasing size (by double
buffing) has, in my humble
opinion, spoiled that breed. I look

forward now to breeding some
jaunty little birds that are full of
bounce. As a Lancastrian, I am
particularly pleased that they are
modelled as a miniature
Lancashire. Thank you and
congratulations to the organisers
of the event.
Dave Urmston,
Trottiscliffe, Kent.

A Rhinelander bred by Andy Early,
who was selling birds at Maidstone

Benchmark birds: a winning colour-fed Lizard (left, bred by Alex Maclean)
and a winning natural-coloured Lizard (bred by Tony Horton) Both photos: LCA

AVIARY DISPLAY HIGHLIGHTS: FANCIERS USE THEIR IMAGINATION AT GROUND-BREAKING EVENT

More photos from the Parrot Society’s aviary display competition at Stafford (see page 2)
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1. Simon & Veronica Williams of Nuneaton CBS. 2.
Parrotfinch aviary by John Hawkins. 3. Sam Wildes
with the Trent Valley BS aviary. 4. Stratford-uponAvon CBS’s mixed aviary. 5. Displays from the
Facebook groups. 6. ‘Who let the kaks out?’ Rohan
Pickup for the PS. 7. Winners (l-r) Ron Jackson
(3rd), Rohan Pickup (2nd), John Hawkins (1st). 8.
Jack Baker with the lorikeet aviary All photos: Parrot Society
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HOW DAY APPROACHED, show day arrived and then,
miraculously, show day was over, and I was trekking
home on the train from Maidstone with my head buzzing
with quotes, memories, ideas and above all – birds.
Only those who organise birdkeeping events truly know
how complicated they are and how many plates need to be spun on
sticks for them to work. Luckily, I hadn’t done much of the
organising: that was down to event manager Jon Ashby and his
brilliant team, whom I must thank in public for their fantastic work.
It was excellent to welcome Dartford Kent BS to the show on
December 8 for the first time and I must thank John Bird and his
co-workers not only for filling part of the hall with enchanting
budgies but for going the extra mile by helping so nobly to take
down stalls and staging and sweep the hall. Hugely appreciated.
There was a pure bonus with the Norwich canaries, with cage after
cage of the cobby beauties on show, even after the sad demise of
the section’s parent club, which had recently been announced.
Then there were the native finches, mules, hybrids and
softbills, and here you’ll have to excuse me if I don’t say much
because my jaw is
still on the floor.
Last year I was
wowed by the
quality of this
section. This time
it went up a level,
or so I felt. I
thought I’d never
tear myself from
the hardbill
hybrids: I had not seen a goldfinch x bullfinch, yet here were
several, each exceptionally beautiful. Crossbill-bullfinch – what a
bird, to my eye showing some of the regal poise of the pine
grosbeak. Nothing could cap these, surely? But then came the
softbills. Plainly, if you are fortunate to host exhibitors such as the
Jermys, Robb Brown and their colleagues, you are going to see
something out of the ordinary, and that’s what we had at
Maidstone. That best-in-section wheatear, radiant with health,
steady as a living statue... and to me surpassing everything a
phaeo starling that quite literally had to be seen to be believed.
I fear I can’t do these birds justice. I’ll have to shut up.
■ Sublime-to-ridiculous time: spotted and zapped, a free
ad that promised a WINOWER MACHINE. A
machine that produces winos? Turn the
handle and it offers to fight the lot of yer.
No, it will never catch on.
Enjoy a chaff-free week with your birds.

Excuse me if
I don’t say much
because my jaw is
still on the floor
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